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Turn and go north. Leave them alone, because I gave the land of Ar[ d ] to them,[ e ] and I will not let you
have any of it. They were the Emim, and they were as tall as the Anakim. They killed many of the Horites and
forced the rest of them to leave, just as Israel did to the people in the land that the Lord gave them. Then the
Ammonites settled there. Israel Crossed the Arnon Gorge Moses said: Israel, pack up your possessions, take
down your tents, and cross the Arnon River gorge. So attack and take it! They will tremble with fear when
anyone mentions you, and they will be terrified when you show up. We will walk straight through, without
turning off the road. We need to reach the Jordan River and cross it, because the Lord our God is giving us the
land on the west side. The Edomites and Moabites[ n ] have already let us cross their land. Please let us cross
your land as well. We killed Sihon, his sons, and everyone else in his army. See the note at 1. Esau was the
brother of Jacob, the ancestor of the nation of Israel. According to Numbers One of the main cities of Moab
see Numbers These may refer to a group or groups of very tall people that lived in or near Palestine before the
Israelites see also Numbers See the note at 2.
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To commemorate 14 years since Senghor's death, the village of Fadial is organizing a three-day festival to celebrate his
life. One of the speakers at the festival is my dad, who is nervously going over his speech as we drive.

The outline was combined with other time sensitive scriptures and years that follow the timeline. From Marah
to Elim Ex. From Elim to Wilderness of Sin Num. Murmuring About Lack of Food Ex. Law of the Sabbath
Ex. Murmuring About Lack of Water Ex. Water From Rock at Horeb Ex. Conflict With Amalek Ex. Relatives
Visit Moses Ex. Giving of The Law Trip1 Ex. Covenant Reviewed and Preliminary Instructions Ex. Ten
Commandments Given Ex. Instructions For The Altar Trip 4 f. Various Laws Given Ex. Masters and Servants
Ex. Injuries to Persons Ex. Rights of property and Possessions Ex. Laws Involving Others Ex. Land and The
Sabbath Ex. Three National Feasts 2. Instruction Begins After 7 Days Ex. Returned To A Sinning People a.
Temporary Tabernacle Erected Ex. Moses Communes With God Ex. Instruction To Hew Stone Ex. Tables
Remade Trip 7 Ex. Law of The Land Given a. Years of Jubilee Lev. Redemption of Inheritance Lev. Care of
The Poor Lev. Redemption of Poor Lev. Other Laws Given a. Conditions For Blessings Lev. Warnings of
Chastisement Lev. Covenant Remains Conditional Lev. Dedicated Persons and Things Tax Lev. Tabernacle
Readied For Service Ex. To Tribe of Levi Num. To Families of Levi Num. First Born Redeemed Num.
Cleansing of The Levites Num. Office of Eleazar Num. Service of the Kohathites Num. Service of The
Gershonites Num. Service of The Meratites Num. Numbering The Priests Num. Cloud of God Covers
Tabernacle Ex. Moses Enters the Tabernacle Num. Ministry of the Sons of Aaron Lev. Consecration of Aaron
Lev. Ministry of Priests Begin Lev. Necessity of Blood Sacrifice Lev. Sacrifice System and Priests Duties
Lev. Instructions About Offerings Lev. Laws For The People a. Clean and Unclean Meat Lev. Motherhood
Law and Cleansing Lev. Cleansing of Leprosy Lev. Nakedness and Immorality Lev. National Feast Day
Instructions Lev.
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Answer: "Wilderness wandering" refers to the plight of the Israelites due to their disobedience and unbelief. Nearly 3,
years ago, the Lord delivered His people from Egyptian bondage as described in Exodus, chapters

Each year in the series takes place exactly 20 years before airing to Kevin also has an older brother, Wayne,
and an older sister, Karen. Kevin meets Winnie in a nearby wooded area called Harpers Woods. This unsaid
relationship between Winnie and Kevin remains dormant for a long while, with Winnie starting to date a
popular 8th grader named Kirk McCray and Kevin briefly going steady with Becky Slater. After Kevin breaks
up with Becky due to his feelings for Winnie, Becky becomes a recurring nuisance for Kevin. Winnie
eventually dumps Kirk as well, and Kevin and Winnie share a second kiss at the start of the summer vacation.
Winnie and Kevin start dating each other soon after. Just before the summer break, Winnie and her family
move to a house four miles away. Although Winnie attends a new school, Lincoln Junior High, she and Kevin
decide to remain together and maintain a successful long distance relationship. Kevin has several brief flings
during the summer of and the â€” academic year. Paul transfers to McKinley High after his first semester at
prep school when his father runs into financial troubles. Wayne decides to join the army as a result of his
inability to do well in school. Winnie and Kevin are reunited when they go on a double date to a school dance
and find themselves more attracted to each other than their respective partners. Final episode and epilogue[
edit ] In the series finale double episode, Winnie decides to take a job for the summer of as a lifeguard at a
resort. Eventually, Kevin and his father fight and Kevin announces that he is leaving, reasoning that he needs
to "find himself. He wins big, and goes out to search for Winnie to tell her of his good fortune. To his surprise,
he sees Winnie engaged in a passionate kiss with another lifeguard. The next day, Kevin confronts her and
they fight. Kevin then plays another round of poker, losing his car in a bet. Desperate, Kevin confronts Winnie
and her new boyfriend at the restaurant and ends up punching him in the face. Kevin then leaves the resort on
foot. On a desolate stretch of highway, Kevin decides to begin hitchhiking. He finally gets picked up by an
elderly couple and much to his surprise he finds Winnie in the backseat. Winnie was fired over the fight Kevin
instigated at the resort. Kevin and Winnie begin to argue and the elderly couple loses patience and kicks them
out of the car. A rain storm begins and Kevin and Winnie search for shelter. They find a barn and discuss how
much things are changing and the future. They make up and kiss passionately. It is loosely implied that the
two lose their virginity with each other. When she smiled, I smiled, when she cried, I cried. Every single thing
that ever happened to me that mattered, in some way, had to do with her. That day, Winnie and I promised
each other that no matter what, that we will always be together. It was a promise full of passion, truth and
wisdom. It was the kind of promise that can only come from the hearts of the very young. They soon find their
way back to their hometown and arrive hand-in-hand to a Fourth of July parade. Kevin makes up with his
father, graduates from high school in , and leaves for college, later becoming a writer. Paul studies law at
Harvard. Winnie studies art history in Paris while Kevin stays in the United States. Winnie and Kevin end up
writing to each other once a week for the next eight years. When Winnie returns to the United States in , Kevin
meets her at the airport with his wife and eight-month-old son. The final sounds, voice-over narration, and
dialogue of the episode and series is that of Kevin voice of Daniel Stern , with children heard in the
background: Growing up happens in a heartbeat. But the memories of childhood stay with you for the long
haul. I remember a place, a town, a house, like a lot of houses. A yard like a lot of other yards. On a street like
a lot of other streets. And the thing is, after all these years, I still look back Character born March 18, , Kevin
grew up in the turbulent late s and early s. John "Jack" Arnold Dan Lauria: Character born on November 6, ,
died in Later, he starts his own business, building and selling handcrafted furniture. Jack represents the
viewpoint of the " Silent Generation " that grew up during the Depression and came of age during the Second
World War ; it was confused and angered by the rapid changes taking place in the s. He is described as a
Republican who voted for Richard Nixon twice in the presidential elections of and Unlike her husband,
Norma is friendly and upbeat. She met Jack as a college freshman. When he graduated, she moved across the
country with him and did not finish college. She eventually gets her degree late in the series and begins work
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at a software startup called Micro Electronics. Although she came of age at the same time as her husband, she
is less conservative than her husband and increasingly yearns to break out of her homemaker role, reflecting
the rise of feminism in the s. When Karen moves in with her boyfriend Michael David Schwimmer during her
freshman year of college, she has a falling out with her father. The pair marry one year later and move to
Alaska, where Michael has secured a good job. Wayne Arnold Jason Hervey: Wayne enjoys physically
tormenting Kevin and Paul, calling Kevin " butthead " or " scrote ". He takes over the family furniture
business when his father dies. Wayne is usually portrayed as a loser in romantic relationships. For a time, he
dated a girl named Dolores, but that was more casual than serious. In later seasons, Wayne matures. Paul
Joshua Pfeiffer Josh Saviano: He is also Jewish and in one episode celebrates his Bar Mitzvah. Kevin begins
to spend more time with Chuck and Jeff, causing tension with Paul. Paul also attends a private prep school for
one season, leaving Kevin alone to start public high school. In another episode, Kevin tattles on Paul after
Paul loses his virginity. In the final episode, it is revealed that Paul eventually attends Harvard. In the epilogue
of the final episode, it is revealed that Winnie travels overseas to study art history in Paris. Kevin and Winnie
write to each other every week for eight years until she returns; in the concluding moments of the finale,
Kevin says that when Winnie returned to the States, Kevin met her accompanied by his wife and first child,
despite the hope among Wonder Years fans that Kevin and Winnie would themselves marry. This section
needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. August Learn how and when to remove this
template message Reruns of the show aired in syndication between September and September Nick at Nite
then reran the show from October 13, to February 3, In Spain the series initially aired Mondays 9: The series
was later promoted to main channel TVE1 where it aired Fridays 9pm. Years later, in the late 90s, commercial
station Antena 3TV recovered the series and aired it first in its 2pm comedy hour, later relocating it to a pm
slot as part of the youth macro-show La Merienda. First version Pilot [ edit ] This first version of the opening
was very basic: Second version Seasons one through five [ edit ] This opening consists of home movie footage
from the pilot, after the title logo is shown, ending with the "Created by" credit. In season five, more footage is
added to show how much the cast has aged. Third version Season six [ edit ] The opening was overhauled
completely in this version. The final image in this version is of Kevin, Paul, Winnie, and presumably some of
their classmates in a group photograph edited to look like it belonged in the time period. Home video[ edit ]
Initially, the first four episodes were released on 2 VHS Tapes by Anchor Bay in , with most of the music
intact a select few songs, however, were re-recordings. The other three 20th Century Fox series noted as part
of the deal were added to the Watch Instantly service by April 2, [47] [48] [49] while The Wonder Years
remained unavailable. On October 1, , [50] full-length episodes of the series were added to Netflix streaming.
The clip show from the end of Season 4, which was released on DVD, has not been included. All episodes
including the clip show became available to Prime members starting October 6, The packaging consists of a
miniature school locker featuring a replica yearbook with signatures from cast members, behind-the-scenes
photos and classic show memorabilia. Also included are two notebooks similar to those carried by the two
lead characters, each featuring detailed episode information, production photos, all episodes plus over 15
hours of bonus features on 26 DVDs. Customized Wonder Years magnets are also included. Also a box set for
the first four seasons was released as well. October 10, , though was considered the official release date.
Season Three was released on May 26, Season Four was released on January 12,
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Moses died in the last year of their wandering. Before his death, he appointed Joshua, son of Nun, as leader to replace
him. Note: See Numbers, chaps. , , and Deuteronomv chap.

Sinai the Israelites set out for the Promised Land, the land of Canaan. Along the way, time and again, they
murmured in dissatisfaction and resentment against their journey. The Lord punished them for this, but on
account of the prayers of Moses, pardoned them. Even his own sister, Miriam, and Aaron reproached Moses
for having married an Ethiopian and thus abusing his dignity as an envoy of God. Moses was the meekest of
all the people and patiently bore their reproaches. The Lord punished Miriam with leprosy. Aaron, seeing that
his sister had leprosy, said to Moses, "Because we have acted foolishly and sinned, do not deliver us into
harm. Twelve men were chosen, one from each tribe. Among those chosen were Caleb, from the tribe of
Judah, and Joshua, from the tribe of Ephraim. When the observers had traversed the whole country and
surveyed it, they returned in forty days. They brought with them a branch of a grapevine they had cut off there
with a bunch of grapes. The branch was so big that two men had to carry it on a pole. They also brought
pomegranates and figs. All of them praised the fruitful earth. But ten of the twelve men who had been sent, all
except Caleb and Joshua, stirred up the people, saying, "The nation that dwells upon it is powerful. They have
very great and strong-walled towns. We will not go, for we shall not by any means be able to stand up against
the nation, for it is much stronger than us. There we saw such giants before whom we were like grasshoppers.
Our wives and our children shall be plunder for the enemy. Now then, it is better to return to Egypt. But the
Israelites conspired to stone Moses, Aaron, Joshua and Caleb, appoint a new leader and turn back. Then the
glory of the Lord in the form of a cloud appeared in the tabernacle in front of all the people, and the Lord said
unto Moses, "How long does this people provoke Me, and how long do they refuse to believe Me for all the
signs which I have wrought among them? Your carcasses shall fall in this wilderness and all that murmured
against Me shall not enter into the land for which I stretched out My hand to establish you upon it, except for
Caleb and Joshua, the son of Nun. Tomorrow turn and get you into the wilderness by way of the Red Sea. And
your little ones, whom ye said would become a prey shall inherit the land which you rejected. According to
the number of the days during which you spied the land, forty days, you shall bear your sins for every day a
year, unto forty years, that ye may know what it is to be abandoned by Me. They said, "Behold, we that are
here will go up to the place of which the Lord has spoken. We repent of our sin. Why should we be punished
for forty years? You shall not prosper. They were defeated and fled. So for forty years they wandered in the
deserts of Sinai. Even during this time, however, the merciful Lord did not abandon them but visited them
with many miracles. Soon after being condemned to wander for forty years, a new revolt arose among the
Israelites. Certain of them, whose leader was Korah, an elder of one of the tribes, were unhappy that the
priesthood was a privilege only of the house of Aaron. Therefore the Lord punished them: The next day
everyone saw that the rod of Aaron had blossomed, shooting buds, flowering, and bearing almonds. Everyone
then recognized Aaron as the high priest. On another occasion, because of their murmuring against God, the
Israelites were punished by a plague of poisonous snakes which bit the people and caused many to die. The
Israelites repented and asked Moses to intercede for them before God. The Lord commanded Moses to make a
bronze serpent and to place it on a pole. Whoever had been bitten, and with faith looked on the bronze serpent,
remained alive. This bronze serpent served as a prefiguration of Christ the Saviour. Christ was crucified on the
Cross for all our sins. Now we, looking upon Him with faith, are healed of our sins and saved from eternal
death. During the forty-year wandering, all the adult Israelites who had come out of Egypt died, except for
Joshua and Caleb. A new generation grew up which was destined to enter the Promised Land. Moses died in
the last year of their wandering. Before his death, he appointed Joshua, son of Nun, as leader to replace him.
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Years of wandering is a mid-tempo background orchestral music track created with the piano, violin, and flute. As the
rhythmic basis here used piano and strings staccato. The solo flute sounds gently and lingeringly.

But, nothing at all has been unearthed in the Sinai Peninsula supporting the biblical account of the Exodus.
Various explanations for this range from the idea that it is naturally difficult to find any archeological evidence
in a desert of sand to the explanation that the traditional site is the wrong one. First of all, no archaeological
find has ever contradicted the Bible. Archaeology has only confirmed what the Bible says. As has been the
case with so many other things in the Bible, as archaeology progresses, they will most certainly uncover
evidence in the future. The Bible has yet to be proven wrong by archaeology. What we need is evidence, and it
is fair to say that there should be some evidence for the wanderings of two million people for forty years in a
desert. Third, it may be that the traditional site of Mt. The map to the right shows the traditionally accepted
route in black and the currently accepted location of Mt. The problem is that there has been absolutely no
archaeological evidence unearthed at that site to verify the Exodus. This would have placed Mt. Sinai in
Arabia, which is now Saudi Arabia, instead of the traditionally accepted Sinai peninsula. They uncovered
evidence of an alternate site where the real Mt. Williams have produced a video and book available on that site
where they claim to have found evidence in Saudi Arabia to support that Mt. Sinai is located within its
borders. Now, I must admit that this has not been verified by any "official" archaeologists; but the video,
which I have seen, does raise some interesting possibilities. Cornuke and Williams claim to have simply let
the Bible guide them as they attempted to locate the actual route of the Jews of the Exodus. Through trial and
error over several weeks, they followed what they believed was the route as is laid out by the Bible; and they
found the items described in Exodus including, springs, a split rock, an altar, an underwater land bridge at the
end of the Sinai Peninsula where the people of Israel could have crossed, and much more. The present location
of Mt. Sinai, according to the locals in their account, is known as Jabal Al Laws and is traditionally known by
them as the Mount of Moses. The Saudis have the area fenced off with warning signs in Arabic and English
telling people not to enter. If this is so, why would the Saudis not want anyone to know about the place? It
might be because if Mt. Sinai is located in Muslim territory, then one of the most holy places of the Jewish
and Christian religions, it could pose serious political problems. I must admit that this is speculative at present,
and it has not been verified. But the video was compelling. Whether or not this is a valid option is yet to be
determined, and it is supportive of the idea that the traditional location of the Exodus route might indeed be
incorrect as Gal.
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"The Years of Wandering" from author N.T. is an inspiring and heartfelt novel. The book revolves around three
professionals from different countries who go to work in Asia and around the way they adapt to new surroundings and
cultures.

Why was Israel cursed with forty years of wilderness wandering? Nearly 3, years ago, the Lord delivered His
people from Egyptian bondage as described in Exodus, chapters 1â€” Prior to entry, however, they became
convinced they could not oust the current inhabitants of the land, even though God told them they could. He
cursed them with forty years of wilderness wandering until the unbelieving generation died off, never stepping
foot in the Promised Land. Initially, they flourished under the leadership of Joseph, number two in charge of
the country after Pharaoh. Eventually, God heard their cries Exodus 2: After enduring the last of the ten
plaguesâ€”the death of the firstborn malesâ€”Pharaoh finally agreed to release the Israelites. Upon their arrival
at Kadesh Barnea, which bordered the Promised Land of Canaan, they sent out twelve spies to survey the land
and its people Numbers They returned after forty days of exploration. Ten of the spies had a bad report: Only
Joshua and Caleb dissented Numbers Believing the report of the ten doubters, the people lost heart and
rebelled. Or in this desert! However, Moses once again interceded for his people and turned away the wrath of
God Numbers Rather, they would suffer by wandering in the wilderness for forty years, one year for each of
the forty days they explored the land Numbers Furthermore, God would give them what they asked for:
Additionally, the ten men who had given the bad report were struck down and died of a plague before the Lord
Numbers God had promised them victory. The land He commanded them to go in and take was already theirs;
they simply had to trust and obey, but this they did not do. God will never lead us where His grace cannot
provide for us or His power cannot protect us. Indeed, the Israelites had seen the powerful hand of God at
work during the plagues and miracles of the Exodus. Yet, like many people, they walked by sight and not by
faith, and their unbelief displeased God. This truth has never changed.
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Posts about 40 years of wandering written by Mark. Much of this is not documented with time stamps but it averages out
between thirteen and sixteen months per campsite.

The Lord forgave His people as Moses asked Him too. However, the punishment for disobedience is that none
of them will see the Promised Land except Caleb. God tells His people to turn around. The Lord tells Moses
except Caleb and Joshua all will die who grumbled against Himâ€”He will grant their wish to die in the desert.
The children will inherit the land but only after wandering for 40 yearsâ€”one year for each day the Israelites
explored the land. God struck down and killed the men who were responsible for the bad report. The Israelites
repented and went to fight anyways. But this was disobeying God as well for He has ordered them to turn
back. They were defeated as Moses and the ark remained encamped. In this desert your bodies will
fallâ€”every one of you twenty years old or more who was counted in the census and who has grumbled
against me. People today have a victim mentality and an entitlement mentality. God struck down the men who
reported the false report and thus were responsible for leading the others into sin. In Numbers , we see the
whole of the Bible condensed into two chapters. Here we see the power of prayer as God says He has forgiven
the people because Moses asked. God listens and He responds. God recognized Caleb and rewarded him in
front of all. The people on the other hand have more work to do. I wonder what they were thinking. No excuse
will work hereâ€”the people rejected the land and now they must pay the consequences. Even when they
decided to obey, their hearts were not in itâ€”they did not trust the Lord. They only felt sorry for what they
did. And they paid the price. They will wander only 38 years since they have already been in the desert for 2
years. Map of Hormah and possible Route through the Desert:
Chapter 8 : In the Wilderness
70 Years of Wandering. Upcoming Airdates. 70 Years of Wandering. CYCLE AROUND JAPAN is a show that explores
real-life Japan from the eyes and speed of cyclers.

Chapter 9 : The Wonder Years - Wikipedia
The children of Israel wondered in the wilderness for 40 years, due to these behavioral patterns.
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